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Abstract: Over the past decades, the debate on how to encourage energy efficiency in existing homes
has been guided by a technic-economic model that has a strong focus on technologies and cost
savings, in which human behavior has been devalued to a narrow behavioral economics overview.
While this specific area of behavioral science enabled to capture of the dimension of energy reno-
vations as a problem of homeowners’ individual choice, the collective and social aspects of energy
efficiency are still largely overlooked on the energy policy agenda. With its emphasis on how social
structures interpenetrate individual actions, social sciences offer additional insights that go beyond
the identification of barrier-drivers underlying investment choices and also help to identify positive
opportunities for renovation within the conditions of domestic and social life. Until recently, compre-
hensive behavioral aspects and the social dimension of home energy renovation have been ignored in
policy initiatives, and the integration of complementary disciplines is only in its early stages. Based
on a broad literature review, this paper aims to provide an up-to-date interdisciplinary perspective
of the theoretical evolutionary background, which has been the support to gradually redefine and
address the problems associated with energy improvements in homes.

Keywords: energy renovations; energy policies; decision-making; behavioral science; social science;
influencing factors; homes; homeowners; interdisciplinary

1. Introduction

Buildings account for 43% of the final energy consumption in the European Union
(EU) [1], with roughly 75% being energy inefficient (35% of the building stock is over
50 years old). According to current statistics, the household sector consumes more than
25% of total energy and accounts for two-thirds of building consumption [2]. This sector,
consisting mostly of owner-occupied housing [3], represents about 74% of the European
building stock, which enables untapped opportunities regarding energy renovation practice,
particularly in the owner-occupied subsector [4]. One specific case is the considerable stock
of single-family houses, which are responsible for more than half of the heating energy
consumption [5]. Furthermore, living in such types of houses is in contradiction with
climate mitigation goals as they are responsible for larger emissions of CO2 when compared
to multifamily buildings [6]. On the other hand, on average, single -family houses have a
larger potential to save energy than multifamily ones [7], and their renovation has more
chances to be operationalized [8]. Bearing in mind that achieving energy and climate goals
in the EU is considered of upmost importance, private household investment in renovation
is undoubtedly critical to the future of effective policies [9].

If all of this was already a great concern in the past, now it represents even a major
one [10]. The current energy crisis has resulted in a drastic increase in the wholesale price
of gas and electricity. This suggests that the world is maybe at the beginning of a period
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where cheap energy will no longer be available, and people need to get used to huge price
variability. Even if prices come down, future events will probably cause prices to increase
again. An energy-inefficient private building is now a very expensive one if minimum
comfort is to be achieved. Considerable changes to our habits and the way we use energy
in buildings are needed to reduce the impact of future energy shocks.

Thus, achieving a step change in energy efficiency behaviors will require enhanced
knowledge of behavioral drivers and the translation of this knowledge into successful
intervention programs. The knowledge of these drivers has been depicted in different
models of decision-making [11], which have been the support for policies. Being that
energy improvements necessary for energy transitions in private houses [12], homeowners
are a key group to be tickled by policy schemes [13–15]. Several energy policy measures
have been implemented over the last decade, aiming to encourage them to make energy
improvements in single-family homes. Unfortunately, so far, current governmental policies
have brought only little success in increasing these renovation practices [16–18].

Primarily, policy-makers have been trying to convince homeowners to be deep reno-
vate their houses under single and direct top-down instruments and establishing rules that
are frequently very strict and demanding [19]. Secondly, the argument of sustainability
does not seem to be enough to persuade homeowners [20], and even when relevant techni-
cal means are available, often economically viable, it remains hard to make them positively
involved [21]. Third, research on homeowners’ decisions to perform energy renovations
was firstly rooted in neoclassical economics and technology adoption theories [11]. Where
market failures are the main explanations for less-than-logical human decisions [22]. It
is assumed that people always choose the most profitable possibility for themselves [22].
After it was recognized that these economic theories were insufficient to fully explain hu-
man behavior, behavioral economics theories were brought into the policy discussion [19].
Behavioral economics emerged from bringing some understandings from psychology to
be connected to economic behavior, thereby predicting and explaining complex cognitive
decision failures that conduct individuals to make suboptimal decisions that could not be
anticipated by standard economic models [23]. Thus, based on these theories, the major
arguments that sustain energy efficiency (EE) policies approaches have been built up to now
on the narrow idea that homeowners decide to renovate in order to save energy and money
but are prevented from doing so because of market failures and cognitive biases about
which they are largely unaware. Financial constraints and doubts regarding energy savings,
financial return, and reliability of the professionals are still examples of the most pointed
reasons for policy failure [19]. Their focus has been on costs and savings analyzes [24]
depicting homeowners as single rational decision-makers (that may behave irrationally
from time to time) [19]; passive recipients [21] and; an homogeneous group [25]. In fine,
energy policies are still largely planned based on insights from technology, engineering,
economics and mathematics [26].

There is a growing body of literature that pinpoints the key role of other non-economic
and technology-related factors that affect energy-related decisions [27]. One of the contri-
butions came from the introduction of social and environmental psychology paradigms on
domestic energy research [28], which brought to light that a sustainable energy transition
in owner-occupied houses involves more wide-scale changes in human behavior than the
ones represented by behavioral economics [29,30]. Because these aspects play a part in
economic rationality whenever a decision process is involved [31], many behavioral-related
insights, undervalued in the pass, are now increasingly got in relevance to provide a rich
body of evidence to explain the underlying complexity of energy policies [27].

Despite the valuable accomplishments achieved through the application models de-
rived from the above-mentioned behavioral-related theories, they often take individuals in
isolation from social contexts, such as daily life activities and other social structures [32].
They neglect or even ignore a diversity of social and cultural determinants householders
share in relation to home improvements [33–35]. The integration between the meanings
that a home represents for its occupants, which differ significantly between individuals and
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the elements of domestic practices have been progressively exposed by social scientists as a
way to explain homeowners’ decisions [36]. Thus, social science was brought into domestic
energy research [37], highlighting new perspectives on energy enhancements in private
houses. They relate continuous home improvement with several mundane and shared
aspects involving many levels of socio-cultural influence [16,19,35,38–40]. Unfortunately,
these novel contributions are still much undervalued by policy makers [41].

Despite that we are still in an evolving understanding of the role of people and society
in low-carbon energy transitions, it is already acknowledged that energy efficient behaviors
are with great certainty the “co-constitutive outcomes of technical, economic, psychological,
social and cultural elements” [42] which configures a need to address the problem of
multiple interpretations of ‘behavior’ [43]. Thus, behavioral and sociological theories, as
complements to techno-economic-related sciences, are the new settings for a socio-technical
approach to be introduced in energy-related research on houses [44,45]. This requires a
cross-disciplinary and integrative research framework of multiple domain-specific issues,
which calls for behavioral, social, and technical experts to carry out together in-depth
research on people and society [26], providing alternative ways of re-thinking actual policy
strategies. This shaped the understanding of private buildings’ heterogeneity [27], not
only the heterogeneity measured by dwelling characteristics but also by householders’
characteristics and by house renovation styles [42].

In sum, there is already a history of research attempts to offer multidisciplinary
integrated models of energy behavior. For stronger policy coherence and to increase
its impact, a comprehensive approach to research and on policy strategies should be
embraced [12]. However, integrating multiple disciplines can be a workable task for
researchers but quite a more challenging one for policy makers [46]. This study intends
to contribute to closing the information gap that still exists among policymakers on how
to best apply energy policies [46]. Because the scientific literature is rapidly growing and
through a review of the body of existing research, the aim is to make a cross-disciplinary
and concise perspective about the developments in different areas of research that attempt
to explain homeowners’ behaviors regarding energy improvements. At the same time, it
has the aim to give a contribution to highlighting the importance of novel complementary
approaches to the behavioral and sociological domains as emerging areas in domestic
energy research [22].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the research method
used in the study is presented; Section 3 provides an overview of the actual EE scenario in
the household sector in the EU; Sections 4–6 present the body of existing research on the
different theoretical models that have been used to understand homeowners’ behaviors
on domestic energy activities. Section 4 starts by unveiling the current models, the con-
ventional policy instruments implemented, and their effectiveness. Section 5 discusses the
contribution of other behavioral-related areas beyond the behavioral economics domain
and their related policy-making tools. In Section 6, the novel understandings on a socio-
logical perspective about energy home improvements are introduced, as well as the main
outputs. Section 7 presents a cross-disciplinary examination of the different theoretical
models presented previously and outlines the main findings. A concluding remark finalizes
the study.

2. Research Method

A narrative review approach was selected for this study. Narrative reviews are used
to appraise, critique, and summarize the available research, not necessarily following
systematic procedures [47]. They can be read as a general and accurate guide to what is
already known about a given topic [47]. The review structure was designed to synthesize
the different areas of research drawn upon their temporal evolution.

In order to gather, filter and select the relevant literature, more than one search
strategy was selected. Taking advantage of the research carried out before this study, a list
of references was already available before. It was the result of previous author’s experience
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working in this field. Among other academic works, these references were, in great part,
formed by ground-breaking studies (studies that are the first to advance new knowledge),
also called “seed references” [48]. A collection of relevant journals, topics, studies, and
authors on domestic energy research domains were the starting point. Two goals were
established: (a) to improve, as much as possible, the initial list and (b) to search for the
newest developments. Therefore, a citation tracking method (sometimes referred to as
snowballing) [48,49] was selected to search for more literature. Both backward and forward
citation tracking [49] was used. They allowed the creation of a citation network to see
who has cited whom and whether their work was convenient. Scopus and Web of Science
were the databases selected to search for peer-reviewed articles, although some highly
referenced books and official reports were also considered.

In backward citation tracking, experts within the authors’ team identified the most
important papers from the list, and their cited references were examined for other articles
that could be relevant (along with their references) and so forth [50]. The references that
seem relevant and more often cited among the articles were highlighted as significant
to the research. Then, a citation management software (Mendeley Desktop) was used to
organize them into categories and remarked when they were already read or not. Because
the process seems to never end, if the same citations were repeated on a regular basis for a
certain research subject or approach, it was considered that some saturation was reached.
Backward citation tracking also allowed us to see whether there was a gap in the literature
and how each author was working through the analyzed concepts. It was also a tool to
search for a comprehensive list of relevant previous reviews, which were established as
instrumental for this review.

Forward citation tracking was used to find the newest studies. Based again on founda-
tional studies, recent articles that have cited those studies where identified [50]. In order to
do this task, the aforementioned databases were used. This method was also a way to see or
confirm how influential the author of a certain work was and be aware of relevant research
that was following a specific topic (this was particularly relevant for recent behavioral and
social science developments). For best results, the relevant research works based on which
the forward citations process was made were at least a couple of years old to give time for
scholars to incorporate them into their own articles.

As a complement to forward citation methods for tracking new developments or
emerging subjects, the above-mentioned databases, supported additionally by Google
Scholar, were directly consulted to find some supplementary relevant articles restricted to
the last three years. In order to take this search in hand, some strategies were used. Many
significant keywords were already known from the authors’ previous experience in other
research. “Indexed keywords” from database platforms also helped to collect keywords for
search. Different combinations of these keywords were used. Within the same keyword
category, the search attempts were designed to use the Boolean operator OR. The AND
operator was used between different keyword categories. For a coherent search method,
the same combinations of search phrases were used in both databases.

Other strategies for search took advantage of databases’ tools. With the introduction
of relevant academic works or authors in the databases’ platforms, it was possible to
obtain access to the documents that shared the same keywords or topics. For example,
keyword-based search allowed to bring to light topics/subject headings. In turn, using these
relevant topics to do a search, it was also possible to easily extract the most representative
publications or top publishing authors for those topics. Other complementary strategies
used to gather references were: (a) activating database system alerts for new publications
(authors’ alert was used to stay notified of new related research studies) and (b) following
the publications’ list suggested in databases related with a selected article.

Initially, with the support of the citation management software referred to above,
cross-checking was done on titles for screening and to remove duplicates. Then, analyzing
in more detail abstracts’ contents allowed filtering the collected references for each thematic.
Consequently, a collection of relevant references was shortlisted following the criteria of
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being reviews, ground-breaking studies, or giving innovative/relevant outputs. The next
step was full-text reading to in-depth content analysis. After some exclusions, mainly
because they were overwhelmed by others, a noteworthy list was ready for final detailed
content analysis.

3. An Overview of the EE in the EU Household Sector
3.1. The Energy Efficiency Gap Definition

Despite improvements year after year, the rates of EE measures in private houses are
obstinately lower than instrumental drivers of renovation decisions would suggest [19]. A
EE or energy-performance gap between techno-economic potential (built upon the level
of EE that appears to make economic sense) and the actual level of EE in houses due to
market adoption has long been documented [51]. Cases of such a gap have been reported
for existing buildings, building renovations, and new constructions [52]. For building
renovations in particular, the slow diffusion of energy-efficient technologies, was, for a
long time, explained by the fact homeowners are capable of recognizing the EE attributes
but they fail to take effective actions due to market failures, transaction costs, behavioral
failures, uncertainties and miscalculations of energy savings [53,54].

3.2. Energy Renovation Market Specificities

It is worth noticing that the majority of information on national and European official
databases is related to deep building renovations, although there are clear definitions for
different renovation depths—deep, medium, light, and bellow threshold (EU Building
Stock Observatory) [55]. Despite the efforts of the Energy Performance Building Directive
recast and the positive implementation of building energy certifications schemes in EU
countries [16], the findings signpost that deep renovations are not at the necessary level
(neither in terms of speed nor terms of structure and investment costs) to achieve a climate-
neutral building stock by 2050 [55]. Other studies signpost that house owners perform
major renovations of their houses once or twice in their lifetime [56]. In practice, deep
renovations only occur sporadically, while gradual over-time renovations are the dominant
feature [55], one of the many signs that there exists a gap between technical and market
potential [5]. Homeowners are indeed willing to spend money for energy investments
but seem to be not so willing to spend too much to reach maximum levels of EE. Policy
initiatives need to strike a balance between deep, one-off, and step-by-step home upgrading.

The most striking feature of the literature review is, perhaps, the fact that more
than 90% of residential energy renovations take place in combination with other utility
renovations, the latter experiencing significantly higher rates than the former in most
EU member states [57]. This brings into the discussion the renovation works in their
entirety. The main types of renovation works vary among different countries [19,58,59],
but some results point out that the renovation works favored by homeowners are visible
and aesthetics improvements [31,59]. Aesthetical and indoor renovations seem to be a
priority to homeowners in several EU countries, followed by the building envelope and
outdoors [21].

4. Neoclassical and Behavioral Economics and Technology-Adoption—Theories,
Models, and Current EE Policies
4.1. The Neoclassical Economics Model

Because an economic rationale for EE policy subsists, some theoretical explanations
for the EE gap were framed by empirical and experimental economic models. Neoclassical
economics is a broad theory that focuses on supply and demand as the driving forces
behind the production, pricing, and consumption of goods and services [54,60]. Through
this theory it is assumed that investment is a discrete choice and is guided by a monetary
cost-benefit analysis [11]. Discrete choice models represent individuals choosing between
different alternatives characterized by a number of attributes [11]. Utility theory is a widely
used microeconomic model of consumer choice that explain individual behavior based on
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the assumption that perfectly rational individuals make choices based on preferences. They
behave and make decisions under risk adopting the most rational option available [22] and
these same individual preferences provide criteria for the rationality of choice [11]. The
decision outcome preferred will be the one that provide the most utility for their given
preferences [60]. Because utility-based decisions are guided by an individual’s evaluation of
outcomes [11], EE attributes (theoretically, energy and cost savings, profitability, additional
comfort, and environmental benefits) are perceived by economic scientists as the main
low-cost approaches to save consumers´ money and reduce carbon emissions through
energy-efficient technologies [19]. Additionally, because investing in EE is considered a
pro-environmental behavior, policy makers have been assuming that homeowners are,
in general, carriers of pro-environmental preferences and that displaying environmental
arguments would convince them to invest in EE. Actually, research suggests that values
that reflect a concern with others (i.e., altruistic and pro-social values), and particularly
values that reflect a concern with nature and the environment (i.e., self-transcendent and
biospheric values), are most likely to predict consistent sustainable energy behavior and
induce more willingness to invest in energy solutions [12,22].

Hence, any deviations from these rational-orientated behaviors are mainly explained
by market failures, environmental externalities and information difficulties [11,22,60]
(e.g., imperfect markets, limited access to capital, misaligned incentives, regulatory-based
failures, organizational barriers, lack and problems in collecting information, imperfect
information). It is assumed that due to these failures, consumers, despite being rational,
produce a deviation between what are socially optimal and private decisions [53].

Closely linked with the market failures, intangible costs or nonfinancial costs are also
determinants to the EE gap. They are characterized mainly by transaction costs (TC) which
are related to the several burdens on time and efforts homeowners face to find information,
credibility, and support along the decision journey [27]. For example, minimizing the
timeframe within which a feeling of fatigue with the renovation can be developed is one
of the explanations why gradual renovations are favored [61]. The same happen with the
miscalculations of energy savings which is an usual failure to understand and consider all
the supporting influences of energy-consuming behavior in energy calculations [8,52].

4.2. The Behavioural Economics Model

Behaviors require, in general, an advanced cognitive involvement [62]. After evidence-
based standard economics theories were unable to model entirely human behavior on
energy-related decisions, the introduction of behavioral economics opened a “window of
possibilities” for the integration of a more robust psychological understandings of decision-
making in EE policies [22]. Behavioral economics draws on aspects of both psychology and
economics. It explores failures that may stem from systemic cognitive biases, which are
anomalies in decision-making (from the energy economists’ perspective) that often prevent
people from making rational decisions, despite their best efforts [53]. This is explained, in
part, by the fact that humans base their decisions on their limited knowledge and cognitive
capacity (bounded rationality) and often use shortcuts (they simplify decisions), also named
heuristics [22]. Cognitive biases involve [22,60]: (a) non-standard preferences (e.g., loss and
risk aversion; debt aversion; limited ability to plan ahead; subjectively weight probabilities
when faced with uncertainty); (b) non-standard decision-making (e.g., ‘status quo’ bias;
limited attention) and (c) non-standard beliefs (e.g., incorrect beliefs over future benefits and
efficient technology). With the introduction of behavioral economics, policy interventions
could rely no longer only on simple economic paradigms to correct market failures but
also on cognitive psychology theories to try to solve cognitive failures when decision
are made. Nevertheless, this formal discipline still tends to emphasize failures somehow
around the financial, market, and technical-based concerns [25]. Notwithstanding some
achievements in understanding energy-related behavior in homes, applying basic principles
of cognitive psychology to economic paradigms failed to give accurate explanations about
energy-related behavior [63].
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4.3. The Technology Adoption Model

Technology adoption theories are also used to explain energy-related decisions. Tech-
nology adoption is explained, in great part, by diffusion of innovation decision models.
Social networks (interpersonal and impersonal) [64] and technological attributes [11] are
considered key influences for the success of innovations’ diffusion and produce results on
homeowners’ attitude formation. The main attributes that are used to explain the majority
of the variance in adoption rates are: relative advantage over the mandatory technology;
compatibility with the existing situation; complexity; trialability (e.g., whether innovations
can be tested prior to adoption), and observability (e.g., whether innovations are highly
visible) [11]. It is with this attributes that policy makers rely on if they want EE techno-
logical innovations be positively disseminated and adopted. Additionally, another theory
used to reinforce the diffusion of innovations model is the theory of cognitive dissonance.
Individuals will actively make decisions or behave so as to reduce dissonance between
their knowledge, attitudes, and actions [11]. Thus, actual policy makers believe that more
information and knowledge result directly in more homeowners’ action. Failures in the
rate of diffusion, to understand the role of social networks on diffusion, and in the design
of suitable communication channels are seen as contributing to a low engagement in EE
technologies [11].

4.4. The Decisional Drivers and Barriers Framework

Once identified which behaviors need to be changed, it is fundamental to understand
which factors underlie different types of behaviors and decisions and what influences
affect the acceptability of changes. The above-mentioned models establish the core of
what is currently named as techno-economic approach [19,25,40]. Due the dominance
of this approach, influences on renovation decisions have been entrenched mostly in
economic issues related to EE “win-win” attributes (drivers), technology adoption theories,
and market barriers that slow the diffusion of energy-efficient technologies [53]. In the
beginning, several scholars made an effort to assist policies toward energy renovation
investments in order to identify potential barriers and drivers to recommend the adoption
of proper energy policies and packages [65]. Thus, there has been a dominant use of a
“drivers and barriers” framework in energy research. Firstly, it was very customary for
drivers and barriers to be classified generally into two main categories: economic and
non-economic [17,31] due to the dominance of standard and behavioral economic models
(Table 1). Afterward, a broader categorization of drivers and barriers started to be used in
several pieces of literature [22,66–72], whose main categories are summarized in Table 2.
These categorizations represent discrete analysis models that have been widely used to
express households’ preferences or rejection for EE attributes [17] with a strong emphasis
on market, technical, environmental, and behavioral economics issues.

Table 1. Examples of influencing factors on renovations’ decisions in a mainstream economic and
non-economic perspective.

Drivers Barriers

Energy renovations: Homeowners may:

Economic

Pay back (profitable); Increase the property value;
Reduce energy bills and volatility against energy
prices; Reduce supply problems and dependency on
classical suppliers; Benefit from funding possibilities

Give up because high upfront costs; Not have the
financial resources (capital availability); Be unwilling
to raise a loan; Not be sure the investment will pay off
(delay on gains)

Non-economic

Examples: Increase resilience against climate change;
Reduce energy demand, environmental impact, risk
for future problems and dependency of fossil fuels;
Increase comfort; Embellishes the buildings
appearance; Increase convenience and status

Examples: Think no renovation is needed; Have no
time to deal with; Think the process is to complex; Be
not interested to make more than necessary; Have fear
of increase in dampness; Be worried that causes much
dirt and stress; Have fears about quality and work
of craftsmen
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Table 2. Influencing factors on homeowners’ renovation decisions based on market, economic,
technical and environmental concerns.

Drivers

Based on EE market and technology adoption attributes

EE qualities
Cost savings; Comfort; Environmental benefits; Air quality and health; New
aesthetics and appearance; Profitability; Maintain or increase house value;
Self-sufficiency

Policy incentives Availability of financial support mechanisms; Easy access, timing and salience;
Energy consulting; Diffusion of innovations on technology

Based on market and technology adoption failures

Barriers

Financial

Higher initial investment costs; Financial limitations and capital availability;
Unwillingness to raise a loan and apply for financial mechanisms; Complexity of
funding schemes; Disregard for the life-cycle-cost perspective; High-risk
investment; External risks; Risk aversion; Energy performance less valued than
investment costs, Uncertain long-term economic returns/payback periods;
Delayed gains; Insufficient economic incentives; Difficulty to access financing;
Financial crisis/economic stagnation; Lack of data related to costs and benefits

Informational

Uncertain cost savings, comfort and health outcomes; Misperception of energy
use; Low salience of energy; Imperfect or asymmetric information; Lack of
accessible information; Inadequate distribution of information; Difficulty to
gather information; Lack of credibility and trust in information sources; Lack of
awareness/knowledge on information gap of technologies

Regulatory

Complex and insufficient regulations, policy, and implementation efforts; Lack
of regulatory provision/change of legislation for local/regional administrative
division; Complex/inadequate regulatory procedures; Inefficient codes and
standards; Unclear definition and uncertainty in policy action; Legislative issues
regarding renewable energy schemes; Complex certification procedures

Technical and market-based

Lack of technical competence and prior expertise (skilled professionals, trusted
information, knowledge, and experience); Lack of awareness/knowledge on the
information gap about technologies; Supplier capacity risks; Lack of stakeholder
involvement and collaboration; Lack of adequate research and development;
Fragmented market; Split incentives; Inadequate current business models; Lack
of efficient marketing strategies; Lack of substantial market demand; Limited
knowledge of market potential

Technological

Inadequate advanced technologies; Unreliability and uncertainty of current
technologies; Misadjustments between planned and real systems performance;
Difficulty in integrating technologies in renovation works; Negative perception
regarding the economic viability, function, and aesthetics of renewable
technologies; Lack of technological standards

Institutional-organizational Lack of institutional support; Inadequate implementation of policy measures;
Poor policy coordination across different institutional levels; Bureaucracy

Based on behavioral failures and transaction costs

Decision-making oriented

Cognitive burden; Bounded rationality; Non-standard preferences (time; loss,
risk and debt aversion; Limited ability to planning ahead; Subjective weighted
probabilities when faced with uncertainty); Non-standard decision-making
(status quo bias; limited attention); non-standard beliefs (incorrect beliefs over
future benefits and efficient technology)
Transaction costs (time and effort—information search, apply to financial
support; reliability/quality of experts and advisor); Complexities in acquiring
knowledge and skills; Dissatisfaction with past experience; Perception as not
essential (other priorities and inertia); Disruption of the ordinary life; Hassle
factor; Sensitivity to the complexity of the renovation process; Lack of
knowledge about the start point
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4.5. The Dominant Techno-Economic Arguments to Encourage Energy Investments

Political efforts have been made over the last few decades to convince house owners
to improve their homes, assuming rational individuals would always choose to invest
in EE [22]. Because the arguments that sustain actual policies emerged from the techno-
economic and pro-environmental approaches discussed above [73], formal models have
most often emphasized the advantages of EE in houses. Thus, providing information about
all these advantages, turning energy efficient technologies available on the market, and
ensuring funding schemes opportunities to overcome financial difficulties were the main
policy strategies adopted (Figure 1) [19,22,74,75]. Policy makers followed the assumption
that homeowners would overcome market failures and behavioral biases and be more
willing to invest in EE if more information, EE technologies, and financial resources were
provided [22]. Energy policies at the EU level, and consequently at the national level, have
been encouraging better building design and technological developments [76] to solve the
EE gap. Policy makers tend to interpret houses as technical constructions created by skilled
architects and engineers for people who need to adapt to their plans [25]. This results from
their propensity to see houses as technical constructions apart from the people that live in
them [77] (Figure 2).
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4.6. Energy Policy Instruments in the EU

A number of EE policies and policy packages [78,79] have been adopted to remove
barriers to optimal EE informed by evidence-based models and through the consultation
of stakeholders [22]. The process normally starts with the definition of medium-term
targets and is followed by the launch of top-down instruments which are progressively
reinforced. Although there are slight differences, there is a broad agreement about the
comprehensive categories and instruments spread across EU countries [66,80–84]. Even
though instruments vary in design and implementation (Table 3), the findings revealed
the dominance of financial, fiscal, and regulatory measures in EU27 [84,85], where 43% of
all undergoing measures are financial, and 25% are regulatory, followed by informational
campaigns [2]. At the EU level, the policy package normally includes frameworks to set
national building codes, EU Regulations for efficiency requirements for energy systems,
directives for the removal of barriers to investments in EE, and supporting financial tools.
Regulatory instruments work as product standards in order to set a minimum level of
EE [22]. These standard levels have remained at the decision of each Member State,
leading to large discrepancies in ambition among them [73]. Beyond the aforementioned
instruments, voluntary schemes are also policy instruments reported to be implemented
in countries such as Finland, Netherlands, Sweden, Slovenia, and France [2,83,85]. There
are also small steps for some innovative policy measures taken by some frontrunner
countries [15,16,21,58,86,87]. Sweden, Germany, Denmark, France, Slovenia, and the United
Kingdom are examples. They are also displayed in Table 3. Some of the instruments
presented in this table have a direct impact on homeowners’ decisions. Others intend to
reach them indirectly.

Table 3. Energy policy instruments categories implemented to foster household energy improvements
in the EU.

Categories Sub-Categories

Financial/fiscal

Financial incentives and capital support; Funds; Subsidies; Tax alleviations and credits; Free or
low interest loans (mainstream)
Feed-in tariffs; Carbon taxes; Eco-pack renovations incentive; Energy contracting; Community
or neighborhoods renovation schemes

Regulatory

Building codes; Minimum energy performance standards; EE standards for appliances, lighting
& equipment (mainstream)
Renovations obligations; Procurement regulations; Phase-out of inefficient equipment;
Progressive EE standards; Building carbon allowances; Building Renovation Passports

Informational and awareness

Energy labelling; Marketing and information campaigns; Energy audits (mainstream)
Free personalized consultation at home; Local offices for free advice; Initial energy assessment
offered by energy agencies; Smart meters and smart billing; Demonstration programs; Local
workshops/exhibitions with the participation of opinion leaders to share experiences on
renovation; Group tours; Living lab housing renovation programs; Thermographic actions at
homes; Governing by example

Voluntary action Voluntary certification; Voluntary and negotiated agreements.

Training (mainstream) Professional certification and training; Vocational education; Quality standards

Market-based

Business models for full service energy renovation—One-stop-shop concept; Energy Efficiency
Obligation Schemes (EEOSs); Third Party Financing/ESCOs, White certificates; Incentives for
the producers of innovative technologies; Technology deployment schemes; Public-private
partnerships with local companies

Technological Partnerships governments/research institutions and industry; Financed R&D for new
technologies development

Infrastructure Energy supply infrastructures; Smart meter rollout
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4.7. The Effectiveness of the Current EE Policy Models and Interventions
4.7.1. A Brief Introduction to Energy Policy Assessment

The real challenge for energy policy design and evaluation lies in developing assess-
ments under real-world constraints [53]. The literature on policies assessment has been
growing [81,84,88–95], which are often performed at the request of policy makers and regu-
lators [53]. Some databases are also freely available to consult [82,96]. Notwithstanding
a range of policies adopted in the last years to eliminate, overcome or reduce barriers to
investments in EE technologies [97], assessments reveal that a potential mismatch between
current policies assumptions and the homeowners’ actual needs exists. Identifying the
obstacles for EE improvements in houses but then merely providing single, top-down
direct, and one-fits-all instruments have limited impact on the renovation investment
decision [98].

4.7.2. Constraints of the Neoclassic and Behavioral Economics Models

Firstly, a salient mismatch between householders’ and energy economists’ points of
view is clearly identified in the neoclassic economics models [99] (Table 4).

Table 4. A mismatch between household consumers’ and energy economists’ perspectives about
domestic energy consumption.

Energy Economists Homeowners/Householders

Contextualize the household energy consumption in terms of
economic theory

Have complex and broad considerations when consume energy,
incorporating personal and other mundane issues

Additionally, policies designed to solve market failures cannot be sufficiently accurate
for solving the biases created by behavioral failures [53]. When behavioral economics was
introduced, people have finally been more widely recognized as important determinants
for energy transitions in homes. However, this only enabled energy researchers to capture
the dimension of EE as a problem of individual choice and rationality [100]. These behav-
ioral disciplines represent individual homeowners making reasoned decisions subject to
some personal and contextual influences in order to achieve certain outcomes, which are
frequently analyzed in isolation from domestic life [19]. It ignores the fact that energy use
occurs in places in which complex webs of social relations already exist [101]. The decisions
are also seen as limited to the decision moment rather than the process preceding or the
context from which renovations emerge [19]. Actually, the standard models of decision
making are dichotomous. They assume individual behaviors (i.e., demand) can be modi-
fied without altering the physical and social contexts that shape both market supply and
demand sides [102].

4.7.3. Deconstructing the Techno-Economic and Environmental Policy Arguments

Like many other fields of research, domestic energy research has a history of support
coming initially from positivist science, engineering, technology, and mathematic back-
grounds, where the EE gap is explained as a failure in design [103]. If the modeled demand
does not match the actual performance of the house, the response of policies has been to
adapt the building design rather than engage householders [25,102]. Thus, there is research
and industry work done on developing even better design, energy-efficient products, and
building energy performance calculation methods and tools [31], which have increased the
technical capability of the market for deep renovations. However, householders’ behaviors
and everyday practices at home are still not included in these energy calculations meth-
ods [103] despite buildings occupants being recognized as paramount to domestic energy
management [104]. People have been framed as an afterthought to technology-centered
plans [100].

Despite all these technical achievements and all the efforts made for the diffusion of
these innovations via media channels, homeowners are not adopting these technologies
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as expected. Technologies and behaviors are not adopted simply through awareness and
favorable attitudes [11]. A homeowner may have well-informed and positive attitudes
to EE measures as well as the necessary resources but may not translate these into action
even though the outcomes are clearly beneficial [11]. In fact, engagement in technologies
is nowadays seen as an intersection between people, energy, and technology at multiple
levels [105]. The attributes of technological innovations may not be sufficient to boost
their adoption [11] and homeowners are also very attentive to innovations´ diffusion
through social networks´ channels [64]. In sum, energy renovations cannot continue to be
considered as a mere exercise of integrating technology into buildings [100].

The idea of convincing homeowners to renovate their houses based on EE investment
payback arguments due to potential energy savings is not fruitful [31]. Economic con-
siderations are undoubtedly important for the decision but mostly within everyday life
situations [106] when opportunity moments or triggers occur [31,91]. Saving energy and
money is commonly not the main renovation rationale [4,13], but many times an added
additional benefit in the whole building renovation determinants [21]. Financial issues can
be decisive arguments when the amount of money that the house owner is interested in or
able to spend on renovations is limited. However, this does not imply that house owners
generally make monetary calculations regarding the payback period. Profitability argument
is a “black box” to homeowners and they do not perform profitability calculations previous
to a renovation as energy advisors would expect [31]. The ones that are more informed
about it stay overwhelmed by payback periods above 15 years because these periods do
not fit into manageable timeframes [31]. In fact, most house owners wait until building
components are approaching the end of their useful life before considering options for
renovation, and then they assess whether or not the additional costs for EE improvements
are affordable [53]. Feasibility is the main concern for the homeowners. Actually, compre-
hensive renovations may occur and not be economically viable [31]. This behavior can be
seen as very reasonable from the house owners’ (decision makers) perspective but not so
much from the policy-makers perceptive, so the focus of policies should not be only on the
cost side and how homeowners benefit financially from EE measures.

Financing support instruments for EE are also often credited with a smaller positive
impact [107] and are more likely subject to misevaluation [53]. Nevertheless, they can be
helpful in kick-starting new technologies or encouraging homeowners that are willing
but not financially able to go beyond the mandatory standards [58]. Energy renovations
usually need high upfront costs, so an important threshold exists, and higher amounts
might demotivate the homeowners [61]. Surprisingly, the vast majority of consumers use
their own capital to finance renovation works (which increases with the homeowners’
age [108]), suggesting that: (a) consumers undertake energy renovations when they have
sufficient capital [108]; (b) there is a significantly negative attitude towards loans (grants
are preferable over loans) [107,108] and (c) the application to public funds is considered
time consumer [31].

Finally, there are also recognized deviations to pro-environmental behaviors. These
deviations can deconstruct the effectiveness of the environmental benefits´ message used
in informational policy initiatives. One of the reasons suggested by research is the great
heterogeneity of what underlies homeowners’ self-interest in the environment [22]. This
heterogeneity was recognized as related to environment-related value orientations of ego-
ism and altruism which may prompt different concerns about the climate change issue [109].
There are two types of altruism that shape human behaviors: “warm glow” (an emotional
reward of giving to others drives house investment decisions rather than environmental
concerns) and prosocial orientation (individuals really care about the actual level of envi-
ronmental protection) [109]. Heterogeneity is also related with the influence of personal
norms (individuals are willing to protect the environment to be in line with the struc-
ture of their personal identity) and social norms (individuals think that their social group
considers that protect the environment is the appropriate thing and will disapprove any
deviation) [22]. The other reason for deviations on pro-environmental behaviors is because
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the environmental concern (e.g., CO2 reduction) is rather EE side-effect than a motivation
for several homeowners [31], in part explained by the fact that they have difficulty combin-
ing the demands of everyday life with sustainable practices [4]. Although homeowners
express concern about the environment, they also communicate other priorities, which
are exhibited in the renovations, and reflect wider homeowner expectations [4]. If there
is a rationality conflict between the homeowners’ needs, aspirations, and preferences and
broader societal and environmental concerns, what they prioritize for themselves (such as
comfort, cleanliness, and convenience) tend to prevail [110].

In sum, the common assumption that information and financial support should result
in significant EE diffusion proved to be wrong. Figure 3 makes a summary of all the
above-mentioned arguments.
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5. The Behavioral Perspective—Theories, Models, and Innovative Policies
5.1. Novel Contributions from Social and Environmental Psychology

The short-handing of reducing people’s roles to their “behavior” is a disservice to
energy transition understandings [100]. Recent outputs pinpointed that sciences committed
to home energy research need to be better in identifying “social desire paths”, individuals’
preferences but sensitive to their context, considered at the time of the choice but that may
change across circumstances and time [5,111]. Human behaviors need to be distinguished
by their psychosocial characteristics for a complete understanding of the situation [11].
Thus, empirical and experimental evidence under the social and environmental psychology
fields has helped to identify the pro-environmental homeowners’ preferences as moti-
vations for EE uptake [112]. Social and environmental psychology disciplines examines
transactions between individuals and their built and natural environments [28]. The atten-
tion is then shifted to the role of psychological constructs (values, attitudes, norms) but
framed by environmental concerns [11].

Under the guidance of these disciplines, some models to explain the pro-environmental
behavior were suggested by some foundational studies [11]. One of these models, modeled
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by the Theory of Planned Behavior, examines antecedents driving behavior [22]. This
theory is based on individual psychology, were personal attitudes about energy decisions
in the context of social norms are studied [5,113]. One of these antecedents is the intention
to act which is a driver for behavior ruled by: (a) attitudes (relatively enduring organization
of an individual’s beliefs and evaluations of consequences that predisposes his or her
actions toward an object, person, event, or idea [11]); (b) subjective norms (perceived
approval of behavior by relevant peers) and (c) perceived behavioral control (perceived
difficulty to engage in a certain behavior) [11,22]. Positive evaluations of EE consequences,
perceptions of an executable task, and positive feed backs from their peers can lead to more
willingness to invest in EE [22]. In fact, a behavior change result sometimes from the house
no longer be compatible with homeowners’ self-identity (what people think of themselves
and how people would like others to think of them) or with their actual household´s living
standards [106].

Another model of pro-environmental behavior distinguishes personal and contex-
tual domains that explain behavior, recognizing that there are interactions between these
two domains [11]. The personal domain comprises not only attitudes but also habits,
current practices, and experience. However in this case, attitudes are not only exclusively a
result of beliefs but also of personal values, morals, and norms [114,115]. This interconnec-
tion is explained by the Value-Belief-Norm Theory, which proposes a causal chain from the
stable essentials of personality [11]. Recent achievements in research challenge behavioral
science in domestic energy research to be even better at identifying the basic values of
a person, defined as “desirable trans-situational goals” [116] in order to properly target
homeowners´ behavior. They are basic values that are organized into a coherent system
relatively stable across time and place that serve as guiding principles in the life of an indi-
vidual [116]. Also within the personal domain, individuals displaying moral obligations
towards the environment, which are interlinked to their personal values, are more willing
to invest in EE [22]. In turn, the contextual domain of this pro-environmental model com-
prises the capabilities of the individuals (e.g., acquired skills and know-how, socioeconomic
status or resources) and other variables shared by many individuals (e.g., social norms and
interactions, market actors, regulations, technologies, or economics) [11].

Despite being a less tangible issue, houses are also physical spaces imbued with
attached and symbolic meanings. “The multidimensional meanings of home and home-
as-ideal may be useful to track since these may influence energy demand” [25]. These
meanings represent an emotional, and representative connection householders attribute
to their homes which they use when they think about house improvements they want to
carry out [19,25,39,40]. They change according to time and are formed through ordinary
life experiences performed at home and around the home [117]. Usually, there is a practical
motive behind the appropriation of different parts of a house but through a process of
integration, a symbolic meaning will become more significant [106]. Thus, houses should
not be envisioned by policy makers as a material frame but also as the symbolic image they
represent for their inhabitants [106].

Emotional connections are also constitutive elements of decisions acting as a filter [118],
and if an information about EE in homes prompts positive emotions, it is likely that an
engagement EE improvements can happen [22]. Renovating is, above all, a decision
grounded in hidden emotions, individual dispositions, and less gut instinct [31]. This is
in line with the fact that is common energy advisors be requested to validate the already
made emotional decisions about the house [31].

These and other efforts of a growing literature on behavioral sciences applied to domes-
tic energy research have resulted in some progresses. In one of the recent studies sponsored
by the European Commission [55], the barriers were split into: (a) technical; (b) financial;
(c) regulatory; (d) personal efforts (transaction costs); (e) attitude (own and peers) and
(f) awareness/knowledge. The drivers were subdivided into: (a) trigger moments; (b) mo-
tivations, and (c) incentives. The motivations were subdivided into: (a) environmental;
(b) comfort & health benefits; (c) knowledge about renovation works, and (d) ability to do
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things (DIY). The Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (a motivational theory in psychology) is
also mentioned for the first time to examine homeowners’ motivations.

5.2. Behavioural-Oriented Policy Instruments

Behavioral science insights are increasingly shaping the design, implementation,
and evaluation of energy policies [27,119]. Despite research has been offering valuable
outputs about homeowners’ behaviors, policy makers are still resistant to widespread their
implementation despite their potential to enrich the policy toolbox. Two main types of
instruments are considered as being behavioral-oriented: nudges and boosts [120].

Nudges enable to directly address the behavioral failures by altering the decision pro-
cess structure or by assisting the decision [53,111,121]. In practice, they have the propose to
change the context of decision without restricting any alternative. In general, these behav-
ioral interventions with regard to energy are framed by four major areas: (a) convenience
(easy and ready); (b) information (to justify behavior and to give guidance on changing
behavior); (c) monitoring (feedback and rewards); and (d) social influence (social modelling,
commitment and setting goals) [54,60]. Taking account of behavioral biases when designing
effective environmental and climate change policies is recognized as being crucial [60].
The actual policies have been working mainly with a narrow segment of informational
programs (e.g., campaigns, energy labels, energy audits) and some feedback instruments
(e.g., smart meters). In fact, providing transparent information stimulates energy saving
behavior among households, and giving feedback can considerably reduce the energy
bills of households [122]. However, traditional interventions can be augmented with a
broad consideration of behavioral insights [60] that result in interventions that explore
convenience, social influence and other models of information and monitoring to cover
behavioral biases. Working with convenience is to assist decision implementing behavioral
instruments that: promote easy and effortless changes; avoid inessential complexity and
sensory overburden or provide reminders. Working with behavioral-oriented information
tools is to: use clear, concise and comprehensible format messages; emphasize cost/loss
reductions of taking EE solutions; underline the low-risk, safe, stable, and secure of EE
measures and investments; provide information from a high-credibility sources or display
other EE options consequences rather than only the EE attributes. Other behavioral-related
instruments work with psychological factors such as normative social influence, cognitive
dissonance, non-monetary rewards, and social and professional network trust factors [60].

Boosts are interventions that do not target behavior, but competencies, with the aim
of empower individuals to make complex decisions [22]. Competencies can be achieved
by improved know-how and skills or by acquiring capabilities to interpret information
clearly (to reduce cognitive costs). A positive renovation experience [123,124] and EE
related know-how and skills [125] foster more comprehensive energy-related renovations
to happen. This brings people’s DIY and astute project management propensities [126]
to policy agenda discussion, which configures lifestyle determinants that has been un-
dervalued by policy-makers [127]. It also brings to the discussion the need for training
schemes to be implemented to improve homeowners’ well-informed decisions. All these
competencies play a significant role in the depth of the technological solution achieved with
the renovation [128] and in the degree of owner involvement in the creation of technological
solutions, which also has an impact in the homeowners’ involvement to reduce energy use
in the post-renovation phase [128].

Some examples of innovative behavioral-related measures can be found in
Table 5 [22,58,60,66,129]. Inside the EU context, Sweden, Germany, Denmark, and the
United Kingdom are some of the forerunner countries that did experimental research and
attempted to introduce these types of instruments in the policy agenda.
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Table 5. Policy instruments based on behavioral-oriented insights (nudges and boosts).

Categories Behavioral-Oriented Strategies/Instruments

Financial/Fiscal
Reduce the effort to select options

Pack incentives; Interventions framed by the level of
loss aversion (for tax credits/alleviations); Target people
based on motivations (for subsides); Mechanisms to
reduce loss perceptions (for loans); Decrease financial
efforts (e.g., enabling to pay EE measures with savings;
third party financing); Community/neighborhoods
renovation schemes (collective procurement, support for
vulnerable or low income households); Energy
performance contracting

Diversify EE options’ consequences Fiscal benefits for certain measures (Feed-in tariffs)

Regulatory Reduce the effort to select options
Accounting for time preferences; Building Renovation
Passports; Energy efficient solutions implemented
as default

Informational and awareness

Reduce the effort to select options

Free personalized consultation at home; Public or
independent offices for free advice; Business models for
full service energy renovation—One-stop-shops; Initial
assessment offered by energy agencies

Diversify EE options’ consequences Address alterative consequences for EE measures (social
status, up-to-date technology at home, property value);

Reduce cognitive costs

Clear, concise and comprehensible formats; Focus on
low-risk, safe, stable, and secure EE measures and
investments; Emphasis on the cost/loss reductions
achieved with EE measures; Emphasis on the costs of
inefficient investments; Simplifying and making
relevant policy information; Use of graphical ways (in
energy labeling); Thermographic actions at home;
Demonstration programs; Local exhibitions

Provide reminder Reminders about property age, carbon footprint for
inefficient solutions

Provide feedback Smart meters and smart billing

Social influence

Promote commitment and reward Non-monetary rewards mechanisms (praise,
recognition, social approval)

Promote social modelling
Diffusion of renovation practices; Group tours to see
renovations’ cases; Employment of high-credibility
sources for information

Training Promote competencies
Training on energy-financial literacy; Living lab housing
renovation programs; Local workshops (for information
exchange and share of experiences)

6. The Sociological Perspective—Theories and Models
6.1. Domestic Energy Consumption as a Social Issue

First place, energy use has a social nature [130]. It provides useful services allowing
the functioning of normal social activities, which are part of individuals’ home life [131]. In
fact, most energy-intensive activities in homes are quite mundane and diversified: dining,
socializing, entertaining, heating rooms and water for washing, and running appliances to
froze food or dry clothes. When it comes to everyday life in homes, people do not think of
themselves as energy consumers, but they consume in an unconscious way while carrying
out their usual practices and routines [132,133]. Nevertheless, when questioned, they are
able to associate customary actions with aspects of EE [134].

Hence, there is a complexity in home energy consumption [14] which seems to require
a scope of action on EE that emphasizes the social nature of energy use. Regarding the
complex interplay between energy requirements, personal behaviors, societal objectives,
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and environmental considerations [135,136], there is a move of the research apparatus
toward more sociological understandings of energy issues [26].

6.2. Home vs. House

As mentioned previously, techno-economic rational dominates energy-related studies
for private buildings, and this has, in part, happened because of a lack of comprehensi-
bility about the difference between “house” and “home” [25]. The question is whether
homeowners and policy-makers have different views about private buildings.

For policy-makers, a private building is a “house”, a physical and envelope structure,
a setting they use to formulate their theories [40]. For owner-occupiers, the “home” is the
scenery where everyday life activities are performed, the focal point of private life, and a
place to provide feelings of privacy and identity, comfort, company, and safety [19,106].
Homes are places to live, to make plans, to adapt and improve domestic practices and
social life. Thus, homeowners are continually involved in a process of keeping their home
habitable, improving or changing it gradually [40] in a process named as the “practice of
dwelling” [137]. In fact, they domesticate the house “turning it into a home by constructing
and negotiating a network of occupants, activities, technologies, and values” [106]. The
materiality (house) and people (householders) interact mutually, shape each other and
evolve together [25,40]. Through these “home” theories, existential and not only physical
qualities of living inside a house are highlighted (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Homeowners vs. policy-makers´ understandings about the “house”.

Additionally, “house” and “home” connect different perspectives in domestic energy
research. The concept of the “house” is sloped to work with positivist research approaches,
passive users, definable occupant satisfactions and technical interventions whereas the
home concept favors interpretive approaches, active building users, complex occupant
satisfaction, and social intervention strategy [25] (Table 6). The positivist approach refers to
a philosophy of science that sustains that natural science methods (e.g., hypothesis testing,
experimental controls, falsifiability) are preferable for explaining social phenomena [25].
The interpretive approach maintains that the methods of natural science are not adequate
to study the social world since social phenomena are fundamentally distinct from the
physical reality studied by natural scientists. It includes the researcher’s subjective analysis
and integrates human interest [25]. Summarizing, translating the concept of “house” into
“home” brings interesting insights to the study of domestic energy consumption and
interventions [25,106]. It is time to “home-in” on domestic energy investigation [114].
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Table 6. Insights from the “house” vs. “home” approach in energy home issues and interventions.

Approach Intervention EE Experts’ Role Occupants’ Role

House Techno-economic
Just improving design,

technologies, or other physical
aspects of domestic buildings

Architects and engineers,
typically employ quantitative and

applied methods (large
quantitative surveys, modeling,

and statistics) based on local
climate and building features

Householders
Passive

Definable by experts

Home Socio-technical

Understand the comfort, identity,
security, privacy issues as

connected to emotions and
relationships as well as to social

and cultural expectations

Trained experts to carry out
qualitative and quantitative

methods altogether exploring also
social science methods and skills

House owners
Active

Complex occupant needs

6.3. The Socio-Material Approach in Domestic Energy Research

As demonstrated above, by targeting the house apart from the people that live inside,
the potential of altering cultural norms and ways of doing everyday activities with influ-
ence on energy consumption is underestimated and may actually justify and perpetuate
increasingly energy-demanding expectations [25]. On the other hand, targeting only indi-
vidual behaviors apart from the physical structures (the house) or from the social structures
is to underestimate that people’s choices are affected by the context around [19,31,40]. In
social sciences, the focus is on socially-related physical structures because they influence
individuals’ choices and actions [25]. Individuals are affected by places to which they are
accustomed (houses) [22]. An example is that householders’ energy perceptions, expecta-
tions of comfort, and their related consuming habits can vary with changes in the EE of
the house [138,139]. If an energy efficient technology shapes the habitual householders’
practices and plays a role in changing what is perceived as normal ways of doing things
inside the house, energy savings can happen [42]. If the consumers actively appropriate
this technology and assimilate it into existing regimes and frames of living at home [85,86],
it is likely the energy consumption be higher than planned [79], and optimal expected
savings do not happen as it was anticipated.

Social science has arisen as a complementary theoretical framework to understand
more deeply home occupiers’ behaviors. Its focus is less on individual choice but more
on social structures and how these interpenetrate individual actions [16]. Households are
social structures such as are the habitual practices, social classes, culture, or laws [22]. In
fact, society and technology shape each other in multiple dimensions [70], and this requires
additional conceptual development to capture the complexity of interaction between both
physical and socially-related drivers, named as a socio-technical approach. Through
this theory, homeowners’ behaviors can be characterized by the “soft elements” coming
from economic, psychological, and social fields, and by the physical/technical systems,
which include the house characteristics, house equipment and appliances, and renovation
measures [70].

6.4. Social Theories

Social theories seem to represent the proper theoretical backgrounds to model the
energy improvements activities in homes [33]. There are relevant theories to be mentioned.
The socio-technical theory explore humans and technology interaction and how they
mutually influence and determine each other [5]. The habitus theory relate different
socioeconomic groups, gender, and ethnic groups (and their preferences) with energy
issues [5,21]. The structuration theory focuses on the rules, formal and informal, that
govern or influence energy-related behavior [5]. The theory of habitual behavior, explores
the connection between habitual behaviors and energy consumption and help to understand
and find ways of supporting consumers in establishing new energy-saving habits [5]. And
finally, the social practice theory links energy-related practices to consumers acting in
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accordance with them [5,76]. From a practice theory framework, home practices need to
be analyzed and understood using four constitutive elements: material-structure (house),
competencies to perform the practice (knowledge and skills), meanings associated with
the practice [140], and institutionalized knowledge and explicit rules [141]. These elements
need to be considered together for a total explanation of certain circumstances [141].

6.5. The Socio-Material Approach Explaining Home Energy Improvements

Subsequently, to all that was discussed, a socio-material approach discloses and adds a
global challenge to conventional theoretical models used to disclose householders’ behavior
regarding energy issues. This challenge is to consider important social dimensions of
houses with impact on energy interventions: (a) houses are settings for mundane practices;
(b) houses are part of homeowners’ life cycles and personal events [142]; (c) houses are
frameworks for social relations [101]; (d) houses are markers of social values [16,40] and
(e) houses are makers of the cultural setting around [42]. The following chapters define
better each of these dimensions.

Social scientists recognize that practices are social structures, and houses are places
for habitual practices and routines [140]. They also know that home renovations are
interlaced with everyday energy-consuming practices and also embrace continuing prac-
tices of improvement for living or doing home maintenance [134,143]. Opportunities to
improve a house’s energy performance present themselves in the course of other home
renovations [144]. One possible motive is because that the adoption of EE measures is often
cost-effective together with other renovations [145]. Another possible reason result from the
normal chain of renovation interventions since adaptations to the physical elements of the
home can prefigure one another [67]. Therefore, energy improvements are seen, through a
sociological perspective, as other types of home improvement with which the homeowners
engage continually as result of the dynamics of their domestic life. They have the goal to
put homes more efficient to manage energy that householders use daily to meet their ev-
eryday needs in order to perform energy consuming practices that support wider practices
of dwelling (Figure 5) [134,146]. Karvonen [35] argued: “domestic retrofit is not an activity
of changing a house from poor energy performance to exceptional energy performance,
but an intervention into the rhythms of domestic occupancy.” The engagement in energy
renovations tends to be framed by the needs of dwelling [147] and by other mundane social
aspects, which often weighted more than the operated by market logic [13,147]. In sum,
incentivizing home improvements, in general, makes a positive contribution to boost the
market of energy renovations. Opportunities are lost when aspirations of homeowners
beyond the energy-related goals are not taken into consideration by policies. This high-
lights the importance of implementing policy instruments to target energy renovations
indirectly [98] because non-energy benefits of energy renovations might be even higher to
the owners than direct energy benefits [148]. In consequence, the first two challenges to the
conventional models that inform EE policies are that energy renovations should be seen as
a social practice and as any other mundane improvement at home.

Houses being settings for mundane practices also highlights that too great a focus
on large energy renovation projects and decisions may miss the opportunity to influence
the many gradual and smaller changes in the house that are continually performed by the
“practice of dwelling”. Small changes can conduct up to larger projects [143]. Therefore,
recent studies recommend energy policy-makers to put their focus also on the minor
improvements made in homes because increasing the rate of low-cost measures can help to
achieve higher EE targets earlier in time [148]. Thus, a second challenge to the conventional
models is that policy interventions should address the renovation rate of existing buildings
rather than be obstinately focused on the renovation depth [148].

The house as part of homeowners’ life cycles and personal events represents the
improvements and adaptations in the house as a consequence of homeowners’ positioning
in a particular stage of life or in the beginning or at the end of a life cycle which have
consequences in their willingness and capacity [40]. Homeowners experience specific life
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events that have major impacts on their willingness and often create a need to change
the house [142]. Social scientists named these “windows of opportunity” [142]. Everyday
routines and consumption patterns change somehow during these life-course transitions,
being decisive for these changes in routine not only the specific life moments but also all
the preparation phases preceding them and a rather short period after it [142].
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The house as framework for social relations and their activities means the house is a
reflex of the interaction between householders and their understandings of livability, social-
ization [134], and indoor environment improvement [7]. People have different patterns of
social relations, which differ between societies, groups of people, and individuals and these
social relations shape how people respond to interventions on energy use at home [101].
This brings to light the roles and relations within the family dynamics, such us the gender
roles or the hierarchy roles [88].

Houses as markers of social norms represent people being more susceptible to social
norms than they think, both descriptive norms, which is what others do, and injunctive
norms, which is what others expect [127]. This is much related to social classes, determined
mainly by householders’ resources (capital), and that induces a character that produces
certain behaviors [22]. The house is a reflex of the social identity homeowners wish to
display to others to enhance social standing [40] and to respond to how others (the com-
munity in general or specifically a social class) consider a house should be [16,31,40,149].
Social class is a prominent social structure rooted in high and low capital or status con-
cerns [22]. Lower classes individuals use visible measures and adopt certain practices to
ascend to a higher class, and less-visible measures tend to be diffused within the same class
or social network [22]. Thus, even an economically unattractive energy-efficient measure
could still be attractive, whereas an economically reasonable EE measure might not be
the obvious choice if it does not send a signaling effect for the community [101]. This
justifies, in part, the fact that visible [31,40,59] and aesthetic renovations come first in the
priorities [125,150,151], even if they are not suggested by energy advisors (e.g., roof tiling,
replacement of windows). Aware of this, the European Commission will launch the New
European Bauhaus to nurture a new European aesthetic that combines performance with
inventiveness, aesthetics, and design [57].

And finally, houses are markers of the cultural environment around the household-
ers [42,152,153]. A culture-based approach to behavior, through an “energy cultures”
conceptual framework, suggests that energy behavior is as influenced by the material
culture as by cognitive norms and energy practices [43].
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6.6. The Techno-Economic Model Gaps Revealed by the Socio-Technical Approach

Drawing from the literature and through a socio-technical perspective about energy
improvements in homes, it is possible to unveil the gaps produced by the techno-economic
perspective (Table 7).

Table 7. Techno-economic model gaps informed by a socio-technical perspective.

Techno-Economic Approach Insights from a Socio-Technical Perspective

Buildings as physical structures Dwellings imbued with attached meanings [25,39,40]

EE improvements EE improvements as part of other types of improvements and
adaptations inside the dwelling [31,55,123,126,134,144,146,147]

On time renovation (single event) Step by step renovations [55,143]

Renovations as building physical changes Activity for all days involving shared objects, skills and
understandings [16,25,40,154]

Financial, saving energy and environmental benefits Other significant qualities of home renovation [19,40,127,154]

Universal standards concerned with comfort in relation to EE Comfort in terms of standout social expectations and adaptive
strategies [25]

Decisions as a one-time moment Process that precedes the decision and domestic context from
which emerge [19,143]

Homeowners as a homogeneous group Differentiated dwellers [19,31,55,126]

Homeowners as single players in the decision-making
Multiple decision-makers inside the household domestic life
and negotiation between them due to their interaction in home
organization [19,25,154]

Household as an isolated unit apart from social context
Social values and norms around the household are
paramount with interpersonal contacts having a great
influence [16,19,22,31,40,125,150,154]

6.7. Towards a Comprehensive Influences’ Framework on Decision-Making

A drivers and barriers framework or a polarized personal vs. contextual characteri-
zation of influences reduces the problem of the EE gap to a technical analysis under the
assumptions of individual decision-makers [19]. Within a newly situated approach, an
important distinction is made between isolable influences and those influences, which are
deeper fundamentals of renovating. This requires the best possible realistic representa-
tion of the decision process and a fuller account of specific onsite householders’ needs
and capacities [5]. Actually, decisions can be understood as embedded in the “practice
of dwelling”, and the readiness for decisions regarding renovation is created, or not, in
this practice [143]. Thus, to identify those deep influences, navigating between behavioral
research on EE to its sociological critique is required [19].

In an attempt to understand what is underlined in the initial homeowners’ intentions
to renovate, Gram-Hanssen [21] argued there is tension in the early stages. Four areas
define this tension, as depicted in Figure 6. The majority of policy efforts so far are fo-
cused on the bottom left part of the figure: renovations done out of necessity (mainly for
repair and maintenance—“wear and tear”) and renovations done because of an interest
in the result (product) of the renovation (mainly comfort, energy savings, CO2 reduction).
However, owners can also aspire to do something new because of changes in their per-
sonal taste or to follow new trends (lifestyle), or even because they enjoy working on
the project itself (project). In fact, recent scholarships pinpointed that these intentions
are frequently the main drivers for many of the renovations that happen in homes [16].
If energy renovations are processes that are connected to a wide variety of influences
and background conditions, shifting the focus from the outcome of decisions to atten-
tion toward the process that leads to readiness for making the decision seems necessary.
Thus, there is a need to be better cognizant of the lived experience of households, their
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multiple perceptions, their housing aspirations, and their daily routines. This creates
a comprehensive perspective where behavioral and sociological factors determine the
renovations’ undertaking interweave with techno-economic factors [76]. Table 8 sum-
marizes the influences on homeowners’ decisions from a comprehensive perspective of
decision [16,17,19,31,34,35,40,86,126,127,134,147,154–156].
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Table 8. Decisive factors on homeowners’ decisions informed by a socio-technical perspective.

Usually Identified Sporadically Identified

Cognitive awareness and information

Expert advice, Energy audits, Expected cost savings
Availability and creditability of information; Social learning; Peer
advice (interpersonal and impersonal trust); Trust towards
installers and advisers; Information source type

Personal norms, values and attitudes (attitude towards the result)

Pro-environmental preferences; Comfort concerns; Aesthetic
concerns and improvements

Cozy home; Quality of life enhancement; Perceptions about
renovating and homes; Time preference; Stage of life course
beliefs; Taste preferences and affinities (Low carbon and smart
technologies -tech-savvy, house design, redecoration); Use of
technology in living area; Worldviews (altruistic or egocentric);
Perceived behavior control about renovating; Moral obligations
towards the environment; “Warm glow” effect; Social-ecological
values; Environment-related pessimism; Uncertainties about
climate change; Independency in energy supply

Experience and skills (attitude towards the process)

Past experience; DIY propensities, technical skills and know how;
Astute project management skills; Innovativeness; Perceived
capabilities and confidence to search info and act

Household characteristics and dynamics

Age, education, income and employment, ethnicity; Size,
composition (number of children)

Occupation; Gender; Decision-making roles; Routines and habits
(maintain or change); Room occupancy profiles; Competing needs
for spaces inside the home; Fluctuations of household
composition; Family comfort patterns; Safety and easy-use of
home facilities; Adaptation to dwellers’ physical abilities;
Number of people at home in midday hours; Number of parties
living in the house; Location (rural or urban)

Salient events and life cycles (triggers)

Moving home

Disruption of routine (new born, children leaving home, retiring,
heating system failure, tenants moving, personal/family event);
Anticipate family events/phases and future house practice;
Beginning or end of a new life cycle
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Table 8. Cont.

Usually Identified Sporadically Identified

Beliefs about renovations consequences

Reduction in energy costs, House value, Good investment;
Immediate benefits;
Up-to-date technologies; Technical problem repaired

Functional requirements and the quality of living; Aspiration
related to aesthetics; New lifestyle, status or prestige aspiration;
Self- sufficiency; Preserving environment; Doubts about work
going wrong (not be done on time or at all; properly or to a high
standard); Uncertainties about financial benefits; Doubts about
desired effects achievements; Concerns about damage to the
structure (e.g., mildew); Uncertainties on cost and energy savings;
Societal benefits

Social influences (lifestyles and social norms)
Descriptive norms (what others do) Injunctive norms (what
others expect); Perceived social influence; Perceived disapproval
of behavior by relevant persons; Indoor conditions to socialize;
Enhance social standing; Fashion and trends created by society
and products industry; Building identity and self-identity
mismatch; Systems used by reference persons; Positive
experiences by peers; Social support; Social comparison in saving
energy; Social networks influence, Peer-to-peer marketing;
Neighborhood attachment

Subjective perceptions, attached meanings and emotions

Perceived comfort and livability; Worth of investment; House
appropriateness; Emotional and symbolic connection to the home;
Interests after heritage

Physical property characteristics

Size, age, construction period, type, insulation, heating system

Number of different types of rooms; Living spaces arrangements;
Infrastructure availability in the urban zone; Physicality of house
ageing; Renovation necessity, Insufficient adaptability;
Renovations since construction; State of energy performance;
Regional characteristics

Home tenure

Ownership, mortgage Duration of tenure

6.8. The Role of Heterogeneity in Understanding Decision-Making

The contributions gathered so far highlight the importance of considering hetero-
geneity as a factor to understand underlying reasons within the distinctive behaviors on
energy improvements. It is not recently that homeowners’ archetypes have been adopted;
however, it was more frequently considered in terms of socio-demographics (educational
background, age), socio-economics (occupation, income), and house type [59,157–159].
Introducing a socio-technical approach provides the theoretical background to under-
stand the several ways homeowners see and foresee their houses: (a) as a project (linked
to DIY skills) [106,160]; (b) as a pleasure/haven (linked with comfort, luxury, and qual-
ity) [106,160]; (c) as a step up (linked to property value); (d) as a home (linked to updating
decor, furniture, and appliances); (e) as a necessity (linked to pressures of life) [160]; (f) as a
shelter (linked to safety and security) [106,160]; (g) as a place to live (linked to functionality,
convenience, and environmental issues) and (h) as an arena for activities (linked to simple
and environmentally conscious lifestyles) [106]. In practice, they represent different images
and practical constructions of the home as well as different awareness and knowledge back-
grounds. They underline also how households’ emotional and symbolic connections with
their homes impact on their expectations of comfort and subsequent actions [106]. Thus,
the home seen with a specific meaning communicates a material and symbolic expression
of the inhabitants, their tastes, priorities, relationships, and social context, which are con-
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stantly subject to new requirements over time (e.g., changes in taste, new products available
or personal economy improvement) [106]. Understand houses through this perspective
gives useful insights to categorize homeowners in several possible groups or at least in
two major groups, such as, the motivated and unmotivated or simply the experienced and
non-experienced (Table 9).

Table 9. Recent attempts to create homeowners’ archetypes for understanding home renovation decisions.

Studies Homeowners’ Architypes

[7] Motivated Unmotivated

[161] Adopter Non-adopter

[74] Renovator Potential renovator

[162] Experienced Non experienced

[15] Energy group Standard group

[163] DIY owner Well-kept house owner Aesthetic owner

[13] The conscious The self-confident (informed, unaware or handy)

[127] Technology enthusiast (normally is a tech-savvy)

[160] The Idealist Restorer The Pragmatist (functional or aesthetic) The Affluent Service
Seeker The Stalled (lack of finance or pressure of life) The Property Ladder Climber

[88,126,164–166] (by gender) Woman Man

These taxonomies also depend, to a higher degree, on whether homeowners consider
themselves as individuals or as part of a group. Inside a group, social identity represents
people acting based on the identity that is prominent [63]. These groups can be formed at
the administrative (e.g., citizens of a country, neighborhood/village) or at the personal and
social level (technology enthusiasts, interior design followers, etc.) [127].

Some salient issue in the literature linked with the heterogeneity subject is gender.
Gender studies play today a central role to understand heterogeneity [31,40], noticeable by
the growing number of studies. Both feminine and masculine understandings of energy
consumption, technology, and practices are paramount to be considered to discuss renova-
tion behaviors [164]. Because women play a major role in home daily energy consumption
practices, and tend to be more interested in visible measures and aesthetic choices [164],
harnessing their interest in energy improvements can be imperative [126]. On the opposite
hand, technologies emerge within inherited masculine domains through what men express
their self-expression, technical know-how, and their dominion on energy monitoring and
management [164]. Therefore, also masculine roles influence, to some extent, energy choices
inside the house [165]. Gender issues are also present when additional coordination and
change of practices is needed to deal with new EE technologies. Studies revealed that this
can exacerbate gender inequalities in the division of household labor [167].

In sum, these categories still do not provide the complete picture. However, they con-
vey an understanding of the complexity of energy decisions that are far from rational [106].
However, in response to the socio-technical challenges of energy renovation, a differen-
tiated renovation approach with house owners grouped according to similar behavioral
patterns together with dwelling and household characteristics can significantly improve
energy-saving potential compared with the conventional methods (that tend to standard-
ize occupant behavior) [42,159,160]. For example, a possible shift in policy strategies for
non-adopters or unmotivated owners, could be to consider barriers as the main focus to
understand in more detail the influences that hinder their interest [161]. On the contrary,
for adopters or potential renovators, disclosing the drivers can be more noteworthy [161].
When trying to approach specific groups, several challenges can be faced when it comes to
motivation. As an example, improving coziness and aesthetics, rather than energy saving
economy is more important for the ones that see the house as a project, a pleasure, or a
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home [106]. Practical systems and financial factors are more significant than following new
technology trends for the ones that see the house as a place to live and to do activities [106].

7. Discussion

Neoclassical economics and, more lately, behavioral economics were the first theoreti-
cal frameworks used to explain homeowners’ decisions with regard to energy improve-
ments in private buildings. Drawn from these theories, policymakers established their
interventions to change energy behaviors in houses based economic and pro-environmental-
related arguments and on building technology development. However, these assumptions
would provide limited effectiveness to achieve sustainable goals for houses [19]. These
models, still underpinning much of today’s building EE policy instruments, programs, and
research, reflect an automatic and sometimes unrealistic view of people with respect to
why and how they decide about energy issues [130]. In fact, these approaches were useful
in a first stage to identify decisional barriers and drivers for EE but insufficient to fully
explain the underlying process of decision [22]. They largely omit consideration of larger
scale and more intricate behavioral issues, social contexts, and many other homeowners’
expectations that shape the habits and practices behind energy use [130]. Thus, rethinking
current models to explain people’s behaviors regarding energy activities in homes became
critical for policies, programs, and research.

One of the most relevant contributions from several intellectual resources suggests
that motivational policy instruments should be more attentive to factors that precede
energy-related decisions. It is not only a question of giving the homeowners the right
techno-economic information, they already carry with them a personal “baggage” they use
routinely when making decisions (e.g., beliefs, values, norms, established habits, know-
how, experience). Additionally, contextual domains are also involved, which comprise
variables specific to each individual (e.g., technical skills, know-how) and variables shared
by multiple individuals (e.g., social norms). Thus, working with social and environmental
psychology and not exclusively with cognitive psychology is already possible due to the
ground-breaking research that is already available to be used by policy makers.

To better understand the interactions between context and behavior, many of the latest
developments in research also embrace a sociological perspective on energy improvements
in private houses [12]. Social potential is a formulation that complements and transcends
technical and behavioral potential [130]. Social structures interpenetrate individual actions,
and a dynamic relationship between behavioral change and social norms exists [168]. These
norms are, in fact, instrumental drivers of personal norms and values [169]. Social scientists
are very aware that looking through the lenses of individual choice is not enough to explain
behaviors and that socially shared practices that constitute domestic life play an important
role in shaping decisions [19]. This social point of view on energy decisions helps to account
for the often conflicting issues people have to deal with when making decisions [170].

This sociological perspective also envisions energy improvements in a way that is
rarely considered in current policy models. It is framed as a social practice comparable
to many other home improvements as reproduced activities over time. A shift needs
to be made in policy making to address the small and progressive renovations that are
implemented in existing private buildings rather than be exclusively focused on target
deep renovations to happen.

Another great challenge to conventional policy models brought by social perspectives
of behavior is that they need to include the social dimensions that houses represent to
their inhabitants, which have an ultimate impact on the way differentiated homeowners
implement energy improvements. These social dimensions symbolize the several per-
sonal meanings and social conveniences, and practicalities that householders attribute to
their homes.

These socio-behavioral perspectives about people and their choices brought to light
the importance that heterogeneity has for future policy making. Although more research
is needed, valuable insights are already available for the categorization of house owners’
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in groups represented by similar behavioral patterns and renovation styles. Drawn from
this, it is salient the great research developments that are happening about gender roles on
energy decisions within the household domain.

Hence, new perspectives were brought by recent research about the close examination
that needs to be made to the manifold interrelation between techno-economic issues and
behavioral and sociological factors. In fact, several pieces of the literature highlight that
people, society, and technology shape each other in multiple dimensions, and this should
not be underestimated by policy makers. An “energy cultures” framework suggests that
consumer energy behavior can be understood at its most fundamental level by examining
the interactions between cognitive norms (e.g., beliefs, understandings), material culture
(e.g., technologies, building design) and energy practices (e.g., activities, processes) [43].

Home energy research has made important developments during the last decades,
becoming gradually more behaviorally and socially comprehensive, which comprises
to be further problem, interdisciplinary and heterogeneous-oriented. These approaches
enlightened policy makers on how to: target homeowners’ groups, expand the scope of
energy renovation, consider existing energy socio-cultural elements on their agendas, or
convince homeowners to shift unsustainable energy practices to match policy goals [42].
Further cross-disciplinary studies are needed where qualitative methods and citations to
social science and humanities studies need to be enlarged [14] as well as discrete models,
based on context-sensitive empirical data, should also be implemented [171].

Although multiple search methods have been adopted to try to obtain all relevant
literature for this narrative review, two main study limitations can be identified. The first
is that the literature on domestic energy research is rapidly growing, and probably new
developments can be released in a shorter time. The other limitation is that although
narrative reviews are evidence-based, they are much more prone to selection bias because
they are less systematic than others [172]. They are more descriptive, and they offer authors’
subjective perspectives on a focused but broader topic [172]. Thus, the resulting findings
could be biased towards the lenses of the author’s experience, and some concepts or
viewpoints on the topic could eventually not be mentioned. Other research methodologies
should also be adopted to enable a more in-depth coverage of the interdisciplinary character
of this subject which could include interviews with homeowners and representatives of
different of the mentioned disciplines.

8. Conclusions

Over the last decades, energy researchers have been offering valuable outcomes for
energy policymakers to be able to make scientifically valid and socially relevant decisions.
However, these outcomes evolved over the years. Researchers started by developing
EE technologies and standard economics frameworks to explain influences on decisions
(assuming only a rational-economic energy behavior). Shortly after, behavioral economics
theories were also introduced into domestic energy research (recognizing that irrationality
also exists in energy decisions). Until now, these models have nurtured energy policy
programs. After significant criticisms pointed to these models, the research agenda has
gradually been re-directed to approaches based on other behavioral disciplines in an
attempt to better understand individual behavior. This individual behavior is not only
linked with the circumstances of the decision moments and their outcomes but also with
the conditions and process that lead to readiness for making the decision. Ultimately,
investigating social structures, such as the household domain, the social network, or even
cultural-related issues, is the newest complementary contribution. Thus, this review aimed
to “draw a big picture” on the evolution of these different theoretical models used to inform
policies, and synthesizing their main outcomes. Many of these achievements represent
opportunities to vastly improve the robustness of policy models and, ultimately, increase
their suitability to inform policy design.

The literature review revealed that creating an energy-efficient building stock is actu-
ally an urgent societal mission that requires the collaboration of people and society [102],
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not exclusively advanced technologies and economic resources. Although the integration of
human factors into energy policies is still in the early stages, the first studies on the subject
have been important in pointing the way for policymakers and encouraging their criti-
cal thinking. Understanding human behaviors involves working with cross-disciplinary
knowledge between different disciplines. Therefore, in the last decade, the research agenda
has been gradually moving towards a socio-technical approach to energy use and interven-
tions in homes. “Soft elements,” coming from economics, psychology, social and cultural
fields, and physical/technical systems, which include house characteristics and renova-
tion measures, have gradually been examined. They are progressively providing possible
answers to solving the EE gap and being a step change in the paradigm of current policy
agendas. Despite that traditional discrete energy models will undoubtedly continue to
be used to inform policy making, a shift from looking to householders as merely rational
energy consumers towards seeing them as parts of a complex socio-technical system is
now in progress. What is necessary is that institutional actors stop “turning a blind eye”
to these novel insights. Actually, from the literature review, it is noticeable that policy
agendas are gradually distancing from technological determinisms to reorganize concepts
of innovation not only as a technological undertaking but also as a societally driven enter-
prise. Findings also revealed two key concepts that characterize domestic energy research:
interdisciplinarity and heterogeneity.

This review also highlighted that behavioral and social scientists have been contribut-
ing to the home energy research field, providing excellent examples that offer new visions
and practical recommendations for topics traditionally addressed by building technol-
ogy researchers. In the particular case of domestic energy research, attention needs to be
given to cross-disciplinary collaborations between researchers of different disciplines to
promote the inclusion of societal perspectives. The problem is that the number of writers
that reported training in any behavioral and social science disciplines and related areas,
such as history, psychology, anthropology, and communication studies, is very low when
compared to those who work in the technology and mainstream economics fields [14].
However, specialized behavioral and social experts for home energy issues are emerging in
the research and policy network, some of them engineers/building technologists and others
already entitled environmental psychologists, sociologists, and anthropologists. However,
to effectively inform policies, behavioral and social experts need to develop the ability to
provide clear and effective advice to both engineering professionals and policy-makers
who are not so much used to working with these topics. The exchange of knowledge
to bridge the existing informational gap between them and policy-makers needs to be
improved. This way, appropriate communicational channels favoring socio-behavioral
insights may develop their potential to inform policies. More formally developed models
and methods are needed for engineers, behavioral and social scientists in a shared venture.
Without claiming that the task is easy, this paper attempted to provide an optimistic view
of how continuing advances in socio-behavioral endeavors may lead to new insights and
improved policy making in the near future. Other in-depth undertakings are the subject to
further development.
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